
	

RUGBY VIRGINIA  
TAG RUGBY LAW MODIFICATIONS GUIDANCE 

(Rev. 7-5-18) 
 
The Rugby Virginia rugby law modifications are an attempt to create a free-flowing, fun, and safe 
game while keeping within the spirit of the law and keeping as close to the principles of the tackle 
game from the officiating, coaching, and playing perspectives. 
 
These modifications are presented in a simple, clear and concise a manner as possible and are 
designed to create a tag game that closely resembles the tackle game as practiced in the modern 
area. The law modifications as written are to be managed by the referee with a clear perspective 
of the age group and experience of the players. For instance, experienced teams playing for the 
state championship are expected to know and abide by the law modifications and penalized 
appropriately by the referee when infractions occur. In the same manner, the referee may choose 
to manage minor or even major infractions by creating “teaching moments” so as to educate the 
players (and even new coaches for that matter) early in the season and continue play in whatever 
manner he deems fair and appropriate for the match level. 
 
The law modifications below are not a complete set of laws for tag rugby as they are only meant 
to modify existing laws. 
 
All coaches and referees must have a good working knowledge of Rugby Laws as these 
modifications are directly derived from them. Rugby Virginia coaches and referees must be 
familiar with the laws of the game in order to properly understand the modifications to the 
existing laws and are encouraged to take the online law exam at: 
 
http://laws.worldrugby.org/index.php?&language=EN 
 
OPEN PLAY 
 
FENDING 
 
The ball carrier may not fend or block a potential tagger with his arm or hand. This includes any 
contact with the tagger by the ball carrier with his arm or hand to avoid the tag. Incidental contact 
that does not obstruct the tagger from making the tag is not fending, but this is a judgment call 
by the referee. 
 
Sanction: penalty, non-offending team has possession 
 
Referee notes: Stop play and admonish the offending player. A quick demonstration of fending 
may be required. Stop the time if more than a moment is needed as this is a safety issue. 
 



	

OBSTRUCTION 
 
Referee notes on OBSTRUCTION: There is no substantial difference between the tag and tackle 
game. Encouraging players to “RUN FORWARD” or “RUN STRAIGHT” can avoid the OBSTRUCTION 
penalty, especially with younger, less experienced players. Keep in mind that there needs to be a 
clear and obvious avoidance of a tag due to the presence of a supporting attacking player in front 
of the ball carrier for a penalty to have occurred. This requires: 1) a ball carrier, 2) a supporting 
player of the ball carrier, and 3) a defending player that was CLEARLY obstructed from the 
opportunity to tag the ball carrier with the IMMEDIATE VICINITY of the obstructing player. There 
must be all three players present in the immediate vicinity for an obstruction penalty to occur. 
 
PASS-BACKS 
 
After a tag is made, two passes in a row may not be between only two players. For example: Player 
A passes to Player B. Player B may pass the ball to any other player, but may not pass the ball back 
to Player A. There are no restrictions on who receives the pass if there is no tag made. 
 
Sanction: scrum, non-offending side throws in 
 
THE TAG IN THE FIELD OF PLAY 
 
The tag must be made with two hands simultaneously around the waist area. This include from 
the upper thigh to below the rib cage (or belly button). The referee will declare, “TAG,” if the tag 
was made properly.  
 
Referee notes: To avoid confusion on whether a proper tag was made, the referee should declare 
statements such as “TOO HIGH,” “TOO LOW,” “ONE HAND,” etc. for improper tags. Avoid 
declaring “NO TAG” as the players may just focus on the word “TAG.” 
 
The tag must be made safely. 
Sanction: penalty, non-offending team has possession 
 
Referee notes: Blow the whistle to stop play and the time immediately to insure safety. Allow 
coaches to enter the field to attend their player as needed. Discuss with the offending player the 
offense and how to prevent future unsafe tags. 
 
After being tagged in the field of play, the ball carrier must take one of the following actions 
without delay: 
 

1. Pass the ball laterally or backwards and away from the tag area. Note that the ball carrier 
may pass the ball from the ground. 
Sanction: scrum, defending side throws in 

 
2. Hand the ball to a supporting player DIRECTLY behind the tag area (i.e., a player entering 

through “the gate”). The new ball carrier must immediately move away from the tag area 
and open play continues. 



	

Sanction: scrum, defending side throws in 
 

3. Place the ball on the ground. Once the ball is placed on the ground, the REFEREE 
immediately declares “RUCK” thereby establishing on offside line. Once the ball becomes 
available, a supporting player must use it. The referee will instruct the attacking team to 
“USE IT” to encourage immediate play. 
Sanction: scrum, defending side throws in 

 
The tagger must: 
 

1. Immediately move away from the tag area towards the defending goal line. 
2. Not interfere with the pass from the ball carrier. 

Sanction: penalty for “gate infraction,” attacking side ball has possession 
 
Referee notes: Encourage the tagger to retreat by declaring, “RETREAT TAGGER.”  
 
Defenders in the vicinity of the tag must not interfere with the next phase of play. 
Sanction: penalty for gate infraction, non-offending team has possession 
 
Referee notes: Encourage nearby defenders to leave the TAG ZONE by declaring, “RETREAT 
DEFENDERS” or “DON’T INTERFERE.” Defending players not in the vicinity of the tag zone and not 
in a position to interfere with the pass away from the tag do not have an obligation to retreat as 
there is no offside line in open play. In other words, there is no offside line after a tag. 
 
PRE-K / K Modification: All sanctions become a FREE PASS. 
 
THE TAG IN THE IN-GOAL 
 
After being tagged in the in-goal area, the ball carrier must take one of the following actions 
without delay: 
 

1. If the ball carrier has gone to ground and the ball is placed the ball down immediately, a 
try is awarded. 

2. If the ball carrier is standing, the ball may either: 
a. Place the ball down immediately, which results in a try. 
b. Pass the ball laterally or backwards and away from the tag area. (Note: this 

provision allows for the ball to be centered in-goal for a more direct conversion 
attempt.) 

 
If the ball is not played immediately after a tag a 5m scrum is awarded, attacking side throws in. 
This is the equivalent to a ball “held up” in the tackle game. 
 
Referee notes: Encourage the ball carrier to “USE IT” immediately after the tag. If the player is 
indecisive then encourage the ball carrier to “PUT IT DOWN” so a try may be awarded. 
 
PRE-K / K Modification: All sanctions become a FREE PASS. 



	

 
THE RUCK 
 
After the tag has been made, the ball carrier may place the ball on the ground. Once the ball has 
been placed on the ground, the referee must declare, “RUCK”. Once the referee has declared a 
ruck then ruck to has been formed and an offside line is established. There is no ruck without a 
declaration by the referee. 
 
A supporting player from the attacking side must immediately play the ball and either pass it away 
from the ruck or pick up the ball and move away from the ruck area not in the direction the goal 
line (i.e., laterally or backwards). The supporting player must approach the ruck from directly 
behind the ruck. 
Sanction: penalty, defending side in possession 
 
Referee notes: Declare, “RUCK” then “USE IT.” The sanction comes into play if the team in 
possession does not use the ball within 5 seconds. Manage by encouraging the attacking side to 
play the ball. Ensure players picking up the ball due so from behind the ruck and do not run 
immediately forward (i.e., do not permit the indefensible “march” down the field). 
 
PRE-K / K Modification: All sanctions become a FREE PASS. 
 
THE MAUL 
 
The maul has been eliminated as an option for RV Tag Rugby. 
 
THE SCRUM 
 
The scrum follows the Sevens Law Variation of the game. All scrums are uncontested. 
 
The offside line for the non-throwing side scrum half is the center of the scrum. 
 
The scrum is over when the ball has been played (i.e., lifted by the scrumhalf). 
 
Referee notes: Be in a north-south position directly facing the defensive backline. Take time to 
set the scrum and remind the players that there is “no pushing.” Ensure that the defending and 
attacking backs are behind their respective offside lines, which is 5m behind their side of the 
scrum. Hold your hand up and palm towards the defending backline to keep them onside until the 
scrum is over. Use the “STAY” or “HOLD” command as needed to ensure compliance. 
 
PRE-K / K Modification: All scrums become a FREE PASS. 
 
THE LINEOUT 
 
No lifting is permitted. 
 
All infractions in the lineout are a choice of line out or scrum for the non-offending side. 



	

 
Lineouts are uncontested for Pre-K/K and 1st/2nd grade. 
 
Lineouts are contested for 3rd/4th grade.  
 
Knock-ons in the lineout where advantage is not gained by the non-offending team result in a 
scrum at the 15m line with the non-offending team throwing in. 
 
Quick throws are not permitted. 
 
Referee notes: “Not straight” infractions remain the same, choice of lineout or scrum by the non-
offending side. Do not allow the throw until each side has at least two players in the lineout and 
the defending side has a hooker in the proper position (2m away from the 5m tram line and 2m 
back from the line of touch). Either side may have a receiver, but it is not a requirement. Ensure 
that the defending and attacking back lines are at least 10m back from the line of touch. Ensure 
that the player receiving the ball does so from behind the 5m line. Hold your hand up and palm 
towards the defending line to keep them onside until the lineout is over. Use the “STAY” or 
“HOLD” command as needed to ensure compliance. 
 
PRE-K/K modification: All sanctions become a FREE PASS 5m from where the ball went into touch. 
 
FREE PASS (Pre-K/K only): 
 
A “free pass” is given to the team that would normally get position of the ball for any penalties, 
infractions, or re-starts in place of free kicks, penalty kicks, scrums, or lineouts. The referee sets 
the mark at the point of wherever the scrum or penalty would have taken place. 
 
The player with the ball re-starts play by toeing the ball through the mark just like a free kick or 
penalty, but a pass must be immediately made. The player who toed the ball through the mark 
may not run with it. 
 
The offside line for the defending team is 5m from the mark set by the referee. 
 
The mark for the free pass must not be closer than 5m from the goal line or touch line. 
 
Referee notes: Do not allow a “quick tap” free pass. Allow the coaches to set their attacking and 
defending lines before restarting play. 
 
FOUL PLAY 
 
The offside line for the offending team is 5m from the mark. 
 
Referee notes: Use a loud whistle and immediately set the mark with the arm raised straight at a 
45 deg angle towards the non-offending team. With the other arm, “push” the offending team 
back toward their offside line. Allow the non-offending team to “quick tap” the ball unless there 
is a safety concern. 



	

 
PRE-K / K Modification: All sanctions become a FREE PASS. 
 
RE-STARTS 
 
The re-start kick follows the Sevens Law Variation of the game (i.e., the kick must be a drop kick 
and taken by the side who scored the try). 
 
PRE-K / K Modifications:  
 

• All sanctions become a FREE PASS. Kicks may be taken with the ball placed on the ground. 
• The receiving team must make at least one pass before a try is awarded. 

 
Referee notes: There is no requirement for the receiving team to be set and ready to receive the 
kick. Be prepared to direct the kicker quickly where to make the drop kick as quickly as possible 
after the try or try conversion is made. Be aware that some fields will not have posts and therefore 
there will be no try conversions. 
 
Questions and comments regarding this document may be sent to our Laws Committee Chair, Ken 
Fraine, at kenfraine@gmail.com. 
 


